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186 Student-Athletes Named to Men’s All-Academic Team
Honored Players Earned a 3.0 GPA or Better in Each School Semester

AMESBURY, Mass. - The Hockey East Association is proud to announce 186 student-athletes have been named to the league’s 2021-22 Men’s All-Academic Team. Each student-athlete achieved a grade point average of 3.0 or better in each academic period during which they were actively competing in Hockey East.

Additionally, 11 players, including one goaltender, three defensemen, and seven forwards, earned the prestigious honor of being named Hockey East’s Top Scholar-Athlete, compiling a perfect 4.0 GPA for the season. The team includes New Hampshire forward Chase Stevenson, who earned an impressive 4.27 GPA for the 2021-22 academic year. Those players have been selected to the 2021-22 Men’s All-Academic Team, noted below.

Nineteen players reached “Distinguished Scholar” status in 2021-22, having qualified for the All-Academic team in each of four seasons of varsity play, while 39 others are three-time honorees. Seven of those players have earned All-Academic accolades for five straight years.

### Student-Athletes Named to Men’s All-Academic Team

**Boston College (8)**
- Eric Dop
- Brandon Kruse
- Marc McLaughlin
- Jack Moffat
- Mike Posma
- Gentry Shamburger
- Jack St. Ivany
- Justin Wells

**Boston University (9)**
- Jamie Armstrong
- Joseph Campusillo
- Drew Comesso
- John Copeland
- Vinny Duplessis
- Max Kaufman
- Ethan Phillips
- Wilmer Skoog
- Cade Webber

**UConn (14)**
- Cassidy Bowes
- Jonny Evans
- Jacob Flynn
- Jarrod Gourley
- Darion Hanson
- Aidan Metcalfe
- Kevin O’Neill
- Matthew Pasquale
- Gavin Puskar
- Harrison Rees
- Hudson Schandor
- Artem Shlaine
- Carter Turnbull
- Ryan Wheeler

**Maine (22)**
- Connor Andrelewicz
- Adam Bredeleker
- David Breazeale
- Lynden Broen
- Dawson Brunski
- Simon Butala
- James Dawe
- A.J. Drobot
- Timothy Gould
- John Mulera
- Victor Ostman
- Tristan Poissant
- Benjamin Poisson
- John Quinlin
- Nolan Renwick
- Jacob Schmidt-Sveistrup
- Jakub Sirot\n
**Northeastern (19)**
- Linden Alger
- Aaron Bohliger
- Eric DeDobbelaer
- Anthony Del Gaizo
- Slava Demin
- Cam Donaldson
- Eric Faith
- Colin Felix
- Henry Graham
- Jerry Harding
- Matt Kessel
- Cal Kiefl
- Reed Lescher
- Josh Lopina
- Oliver Menden
- Matt Murray
- Ryan Sullivan
- Bobby Trivigno
- Ryan Ukko

**UMass Lowell (22)**
- Nik Armstrong-Kingcade
- Nick McGinty
- Carl Berglund
- Brian Chambers
- Owen Cole
- Lucas Condonnt
- Ian Jonsson
- Zach Kaiser
- Sam Knoblauch
- Marek Kurecinski
- Josh Latta
- Jon McDonald
- Ben Meehan
- Ed Nordlund
- Owen Savory
- Jordan Schulting
- Connor Sodergren
- Reid Stefanson
- Jackson Sterrett
- Andre Lee
- Blake Wells
- Henry Welsch

**Northeastern (cont.)**
- Jakob Novak
- Michael Ouzten
- T.J. Semptimphelter
- Ryan St. Louis

**Providence (16)**
- David Bunz
- Austin Cain
- Mike Callahan
- Max Crozier
- Garrett Devine
- Jamie Engelbert
- Alex Esposito
- Parker Ford
- Luke Johnson
- Cam McDonald
- Craig Needham
- Ken Olschefsiki
- Jimmy Scarnell
- Will Schimek
- Jackson Stauba
- Chase Yoder

**Vermont (18)**
- Cory Babichuk
- Andrey Buyalski
- Gabe Carriere
- Dallas Comeau
- Cole Hudson
- Simon Jellus
- Noah Jordan
- Brian Kelly
- Phillip Lagunov
- Joseph Leahy
- William Lemay
- Carter Long
- Luca Muenzenberger
- Andrew Pettilio
- Cody Schiavon
- Timofey Spiterov
- Jesper Tarkiainen
- William Zapernick

**Merrimack (25)**
- Karl Arvedson
- Ben Brar
- Liam Dennison
- Logan Drevitch
- Jake Durflinger
- Hugo Esselin
- Christian Felton
- Filip Forsmark
- Mark Hillier
- Steven Jandric
- Alex Jeffereis
- Filip Karlsson-Tagstrom
- Regan Kimens
- Troy Kobryn
- Mack Messner
- Max Newton
- Ryan Nolan

**Merrimack (cont.)**
- Devin O’Brien
- Hugo Olsson
- Kevin Sadovski
- Jordan Seyfert
- Zach Vinnell
- Liam Walsh
- Mac Welsh
- Ivan Zivlak

**New Hampshire (18)**
- Nick Cafarelli
- Joseph Cipollone
- Filip Engarbas
- Eric Esposito
- Jeremy Forman
- Alex Gagne
- Cam Gendron
- Joe Hankinson
- Luis Helmann
- Drew Hickey
- Will MacKinnon
- Jason Pierson
- Luke Reid
- Alec Semandel
- Chase Stevenson
- Connor Sweeney
- Ryan Verrier
- Tyler Ward

**Northeastern (15)**
- Marco Bozzo
- Jeremie Bucheler
- Matthew DeMelis
- Evan Fear
- Justin Hryckowian
- Dylan Jackson
- Ty Jackson
- Devon Levi
- Aidan McDonough
- Alex Mella
- Thomas Miller

**Northeastern (cont.)**
- Jakob Novak
- Michael Ouzten
- T.J. Semptimphelter
- Ryan St. Louis

**Providence (16)**
- David Bunz
- Austin Cain
- Mike Callahan
- Max Crozier
- Garrett Devine
- Jamie Engelbert
- Alex Esposito
- Parker Ford
- Luke Johnson
- Cam McDonald
- Craig Needham
- Ken Olschefsiki
- Jimmy Scarnell
- Will Schimek
- Jackson Stauba
- Chase Yoder

**Vermont (18)**
- Cory Babichuk
- Andrey Buyalski
- Gabe Carriere
- Dallas Comeau
- Cole Hudson
- Simon Jellus
- Noah Jordan
- Brian Kelly
- Phillip Lagunov
- Joseph Leahy
- William Lemay
- Carter Long
- Luca Muenzenberger
- Andrew Pettilio
- Cody Schiavon
- Timofey Spiterov
- Jesper Tarkiainen
- William Zapernick

**2021-22 Hockey East All-Academic All-Star Team**

G: Victor Ostman, Maine
D: Aaron Bohliger, Massachusetts
D: David Breazeale, Maine
D: Cameron Spencer, Maine
F: Cam Donaldson, Massachusetts
F: Sam Knoblauch, UMass Lowell
F: Max Newton, Merrimack
F: Tristan Poissant, Maine
F: John Quinlivan, Maine
F: Nolan Renwick, Maine
F: Chase Stevenson, New Hampshire

**Hockey East**